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DALLAS, TEXAS – Dallas Contemporary announces The Unplayed Notes Museum, an exhibition by Loris 
Gréaud (French, b. 1979), on view beginning January 18, 2015. Greaud’s first major solo museum exhibition in 
the United States, The Unplayed Notes Museum is a site-specific project commissioned by Dallas Contemporary. 
For the first time, the entirety of the institution’s 26,000 square feet of gallery space will be devoted to the work 
of a single artist. The exhibition offers a unique opportunity to experience the full scope of Gréaud’s exploration 
and obsession with the idea that the project is under its own authority – existing within unique rules of time, 
economy, process, apparition and communication. The artist constantly challenges the boundaries between 
exhibitions and reality. 

On January 17th, 2015, a new kind of Natural History Museum opened in 

Dallas Contemporary’s placid galleries. By displaying collections that had been 

painstakingly assembled over a number of years, the institution aimed to reference 

the entire knowledge gathered within a scarcely anticipated world. Which world 

exactly? Scholars, scientists, experts and journalists, who had for some time 

attempted to gravitate towards this no less than obscure museum, no longer tried 

to find an answer to this question.

Local personalities and public figures, all in attendance for the Grand Opening, 

would thus wander from one fresco to the other, going through each gallery 

as slowly and in the same involved manner as a child would leaf through an 

encyclopedic collection. Zoology, botany, evolution, ecology, geology, sexuality, 

reproductive cycles, alchemy, phenomenology, physics, chemistry, semiotics, 

mineralogy, politics, ideology, the occult.. Step by step, everyone would discover 

to their amazement the almost manic inventory listing every single exemplar 

on view. And whilst some would give themselves over to the poetry of this odd 

congregation, others would lose patience as they most probably sensed that those 

valued collections were connected by some inaccessible authority. By dusk, all 

would nonetheless concur that they saw in this the accurate transcript of a world 

mercifully arising where ours seemed to fade gradually.

Yet, an event was to brutally interrupt the winter’s stillness in which everyone’s 

thoughts had tried to rise. 

Trapped in a riveting terror, the museum went through the dawn of its existence to 

the rythm of blows, structures crashing, sculptures smashing to pieces, paintings 

ripping open, sprinklers spurting out, stories slipping away... whilst no one once 

managed to hold back the astonishing savagery brought into play. The building 

was somehow evacuated.



On January 19th, 2015, the museum opened to the public, the partially devastated 

artwork being shown as it was. The directors had resolved to proceed with the 

official opening, certainly unwilling to abandon the dream this event had brought 

forth, whilst the reasons why the collections had been vandalized in such a way 

remained unclear.

Hence, on that January morning, a few visitors rushed at the museum’s entrance. 

The museum was now deserted, as if fastened in ice, frozen in time. Everyone 

observed the strange disaster that had struck the museum, without perhaps 

realizing that the actual space through which they were moving was precisely 

the thin line persisting in between two contradictory possibilities: the memory of                                 

a perfectly hierarchical conservatory and its enigmatic annihilation. Thus plunged 

into a state of permanent irresolution, the entity was to fully disappear soon, before 

revealing the key to this scarcely anticipated world. 

ABOUT LORIS GRÉAUD – For more than a decade, Loris Gréaud has established an atypical trajectory 
in the international contemporary art scene. His work has been widely exhibited internationally, and in recent 
years, he has been the subject of significant museum exhibitions in major cities worldwide – including Hong-
Kong, Tokyo, London, New York, Berlin, Milan, and Paris. In 2008, Gréaud became the first artist to take over 
all 40,000 square feet of the prestigious contemporary art center Palais de Tokyo in Paris with his monumental 
and fantastical multidisciplinary installation Cellar Door. The project, which spanned five years and was site-
specific to each venue, traveled to some of Europe’s most respected institutions, including the ICA, London; 
Kunst Halle Sankt Gallen, Switzerland; La Conservera, Murcia, Spain; and the Kunsthalle Wien in Austria. 

Known for creating long-term projects and immersive installations riddled with deep philosophical and 
conceptual undercurrents, Gréaud refers to his process as an “empirical machine,” often collaborating with 
engineers, architects, musicians, historians, and scientists. 

In 2012, after 30 months of research and filming around the world, he released the movie The Snorks : a concert 
for creatures (www.aconcertforcreatures.com). The film, featuring Charlotte Rampling, David Lynch and Anti-
Pop Consortium, was released in theaters internationally and developed into a 2-year concert-film worldwide 
tour. In June 2013, Gréaud became the first and only artist to have a simultaneous solo exhibition at the Louvre 
Museum and Centre Pompidou with his internationally acclaimed project [I] (www.ll-i-ll.com).

ABOUT DALLAS CONTEMPORARY – Dallas Contemporary, founded in 1978, is modeled after     
European art centers and organizes emerging and seminal one-person exhibitions and thematic group 
exhibitions. The museum attracts audiences from around Texas, while its touring exhibitions benefit audiences 
around the country and abroad. Dallas Contemporary’s mission is to present the art of our time to the public: to 
document new directions in art through changing exhibitions, publications, and learning programs for visitors 
of all ages. The range and level of the Contemporary’s programs serve audiences in the metropolitan Dallas-
Fort Worth area and beyond. Since its inception, Dallas Contemporary has presented the Texas community with 
exhibitions in a variety of media that have encouraged the public to understand and appreciate art. Landmark 
exhibitions of work by artists include William Wegman (1979), Nic Nicosia (2006), Vernon Fisher (2009), 
James Gilbert (2010), Rob Pruitt (2011), Inez & Vinoodh (2012) and Richard Phillips (2014).



EDITIONS – In conjunction with the exhibition, the following editions will be released:
  
	 •	Loris Gréaud, catalogue raisonné, Artifex Press (digital)
	 •	Interzones, The Unplayed Notes Museum, Éditions Jannink (artist’s book, print)
	 •	The Unplayed Notes, 2012-2015, GRÉAUDSTUDIO Éditions (print)
	 •	Crossfading, a performance by Loris Gréaud, Whitney Museum, 2006, edited by DisVoir (CD)

PARTNERS – Corporate Sponsors: The Joule - Museum Tower - Deutsche Bank - 2G Services - Jitrois - 
Christies -With the support of the Institut français and the Cultural Service at the French Consulate in Houston 
- Fondation d’Entreprise Ricard - Socra - Artifex Press - Editions Jannink - Editions Dis Voir - Minsk Studio 
- Oazarts! - SeeYouSound - Gréaudstudio Éditions. Presenting Sponsor: Nancy C. + Richard R. Rogers.   
Individual Sponsors: Dr. Sami Arslanlar + John R. Clutts - Tammy Cotton Hartnett - Mark Giambrone - San-
dra + Bill Gilliland - Joyce Goss + Kenny Goss - Laree Hulshoff + Ben J Fischer - Muffin + John Lemak - Flora 
Mascolo - Karla + Mark McKinley - Niven Morgan + Shelby Wagner - Liz + Bruno Pasquinelli - Robin Weir.

PRESS CONTACT – NADINE JOHNSON - Molly Rowe: molly@nadinejohnson.com
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